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Since 1995 Viking has 
been an innovator in game 

changing products in the 
sport of platform tennis. 

Today, Viking is recognized 
as a leader in the sport and 
continues to play an active 

role in the growth of the 
sport and development of 
new product innovations.

PADDLE 
IS OUR 

PASSION.

TYLER FRASER
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LISA RUDLOFF

PADDLE TECHNOLOGY
Viking has been a leader in producing high performance 
platform paddles and equipment for over eighteen years. 
During this time, Viking has continued to use advanced 
engineering and the finest materials combined with 
revolutionary technologies taking our paddles to a whole 
new level – separating them from the rest of the field.

All 2018-19 models have an eye-catching matte finish, 
feature our GG (Grit Guard) area, and are made from our 
new performance hybrid material which offers: 

 - Various degrees of stiffness/elasticity due to its hybrid nature. 
 - High ductility and impact strength.
 - Superior resistance under persistent force.
 - Strong resistance to extreme temperatures.
 - Water absorbent.

Each of our three families will continue to feature three 
different cores, ranging from stiffest (least give) to softest 
(most give), as follows:

 - Mid+:  stiffest core, features in all Pro models
 - Mid: medium core, featured in all Lite models
 - Low: softest core, featured in all prodigy models

Our continuous quest for manufacturing excellence, 
combined with the exclusive technologies listed to the right, 
is what separates Viking from the competition.

PADDLES

TRIPLE THREAT – Additional woven 
composite material located at 10, 2 and 6 o’clock 
on the paddle surface provides extra stiffness 
and perimeter weighting for increased stability 
and greater power on off-center hits. 

CARBON MESH – Strips of carbon mesh 
material located on the rim of the top of the 
paddle provides even more stiffness for greater 
power and extra protection. Now players can 
expect even more life from their paddle!

GRIT – After extensive testing, we equipped 
all of this year’s models with the ideal size and 
density grit, which allows players to experience 
extreme durability and control under any 
weather conditions.

VIBRATION DAMPENER – Soft Elastomeric 
material positioned in the throat area featured 
on all our Prodigy models absorbs shock on 
ball impact, reducing arm fatigue and injury.

EXTRA HOLES – Extra holes up to the 
maximum allowable limit, provides more ball 
bite for extra spin and control while enhancing 
aerodynamics and reducing paddle weight for 
ultimate maneuverability.

VIKING PRODIGY PADDLES – The lightest 
models within each paddle family. The best of 
Viking’s technologies all come together in the 
Prodigy models for unsurpassed maneuverability 
and stability.

GRIT-GUARD (GG) – A small, smooth plate 
above the handle on either side of the paddle-
face – minimizes players’ direct contact with grit.
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At 10 grams (.4 oz) lighter than the O-Zone Lite, the O-Zone Prodigy 
returns to this year’s line-up and is the lightest model within the 
O-Zone family. Featuring Viking’s proprietary Vibration dampener, the 
O-Zone Prodigy’s lower weight is a result of its soft core density and 
the extra four holes enhancement. These factors result in enhanced 
power and optimal maneuverability, which make the O-Zone Prodigy 
particularly attractive to players with a slower swing speed.

GRIP SIZE 4 1/4"
RETAIL PRICE $189.99
#7V088-891 Purple/White

O-ZONEPRODIGY GG
The Re-Ignite Prodigy is the lightest model within the Re-Ignite 
family, featuring the same low core density, the extra eight holes 
enhancement (for the maximum number of holes allowed), and 
Viking’s proprietary Vibration dampener. The Re-Ignite Prodigy 
will appeal to players with a slower swing speed who are looking 
for greater control and better stability from an oversize paddle. 
Used by Viki Stoklasova and Ana-Marija Zubori.

GRIP SIZE 4 1/4"
RETAIL PRICE $174.99
#7V092-891 Orange/Black

RE-IGNITEPRODIGY GG

Returning to this year’s line-up, the O-Zone Lite is 
the light version of the O-Zone Pro – it has the same 
characteristics but it is 10 grams (.4 oz) lighter. If you like 
the feel of the O-Zone Pro but have a moderate swing 
speed and are looking for even greater maneuverability, 
this is the perfect paddle for you. Used by John Hughes, 
Marek Czerwinski, Marco Grangeiro, Scott Kahler, Casey 
Watt, Brett Kraft, Lisa Rudloff, and Marcela Rodezno.

GRIP SIZE 4 1/4"
RETAIL PRICE $164.99
#7V087-891 White/Purple
#7V102-891 Black/Pink
#7V098-891 Black

O-ZONELITE GG
Our best-selling paddle is back with our new 
proprietary “Grit-Guard (GG)” to minimize players’ 
contact with the grit surface. The Re-Ignite Lite is one 
of the top selling paddles within the last 10 years. 
It features the same oversized hitting surface and 
low-density core as the Re-Ignite but, at 15 grams 
lighter, offers superior stability and exceptional control 
without sacrificing pop. Used by Juan Arraya, Steve 
DeRose, Tyler Fraser, Mike Marino, Roxy Enica, Martina 
Ondrejkova, and Jade Curtis.

GRIP SIZE 4 1/4"
RETAIL PRICE $164.99
#7V089-891 White/Orange
#7V093-891 Black/Pink
#7V100-891 Black

RE-IGNITELITE GG

PADDLES

O-ZONE GG FAMILY RE-IGNITE GG FAMILY

The O-Zone Pro has long been a favorite among 
tournament and league players. Weighing in at 375g, 
the new O-Zone Pro is 10 grams (.4oz) lighter than last 
year’s model but it is still designed as a control paddle for 
players with a high swing speed. The mid core density 
provides an excellent balance between power and control 
while the smaller headsize offers enhanced all-around 
maneuverability. A standout feature on all O-Zone models 
is the longer handle which provides a better grip on the 
two-handed backhand. Used by Hall of Famer Brian Uihlein 
throughout his career and currently used by Johan duRandt, 
Alex Bancila, and Liz Jaffe.

GRIP SIZE 4 1/4" 
RETAIL PRICE $164.99

O-ZONEPRO GG
A long time favorite of tournament and league players alike, the 
Re-Ignite Pro features an oversized hitting surface and a soft 
feel due to its low density core.  The Re-Ignite Pro is a great 
choice for heavy hitters who are looking for better control on 
their shots. Used by Lea Morris.

GRIP SIZE 4 1/4"
RETAIL PRICE $154.99
#7V091-891 Black/Orange

RE-IGNITEPRO GG

Ideal for players with a strong tennis background who have a higher swing 
speed and are looking for the optimal combination of maneuverability, 
power, and control. All new models feature our GG (Grit Guard) area.

Ideal for players who are looking primarily for power, a bigger sweet spot, 
and stability. All new models feature our GG (Grit Guard) area.

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

(limited 
edition)

(limited 
edition)

 - Weight (375g, 365g, 355g) 

 - Longest grips

 - New performance hybrid material 

 - Eye-catching matte finish

 - Core density among the three models: mid+, mid, low

 - Smallest headsize within the line-up (82 sq.in.)

 - Weight (385g, 370g, 355g)

 - New performance hybrid material

 - Eye-catching matte finish

 - Core density among the three models: mid+, mid, low 

 - Largest headsize within the line-up (92 sq.in.)

(limited 
edition)

#7V099-891 Black/Purple
#7V094-891 Black/Pink
#7V090-891 Black
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Now with our new “Grit-Guard (GG)” technology. 
The Smash is an ultralight paddle with a shorter 
handle design for exceptional maneuverability. 
Combined with the smallest grip size in the line, 
it’s the ideal paddle for entry level and junior 
players getting into the game. The Official Paddle 
of the APTA Viking Junior Tour.   

GRIP SIZE 4"
RETAIL PRICE $89.99
#7V084-891 

SMASH JR. GG

PADDLES

The new Zombie paddle will revolutionize how 
the junior game will be played. The Zombie is 
the shortest and lightest paddle Viking has ever 
developed which will allow children as young 
as three and four to enjoy the game. For best 
performance, juniors should use the Viking Extra 
Duty Training Ball. The Official Paddle of the 
APTA Viking Junior Tour.  

GRIP SIZE 4"
RETAIL PRICE $79.99
#7V101-891

ZOMBIE JR. GG

OZ GG FAMILY JUNIOR PADDLES

The lightest version within our entire line-up, the OZ 
Prodigy is last year’s TT Pro Ultra, now part of the OZ 
family. A powerful paddle that offers that extra pop to 
players looking to generate more of their own pace 
without sacrificing feel and maneuverability. It features 
Viking’s proprietary Triple Threat technology for 
enhanced stability on off-center shots, carbon mesh rim, 
new silencer dampener, and extra holes enhancements.

GRIP SIZE 4 1/4"
RETAIL PRICE $184.99
#7V097-891 Blue/White

OZPRODIGY GG

Ideal for players who are looking for control. All-time best selling paddle. 
All new models feature our GG (Grit Guard) area.

The number 1 selling paddle of all time, the OZ Pro 
continues to be a proven performer in the sport.  Built with 
the highest density foam and featuring a carbon mesh rim, 
the OZ Pro paddle is the heaviest within our line-up line 
and offers unmatched control and exceptional stability at 
contact, making it the preferred paddle for players who rely 
on their drives.

GRIP SIZE 4 1/4"
RETAIL PRICE $169.99
#7V095-891 Black/Blue

OZPRO GG

Re-gripping any of our paddles using the Viking ResiThin Replacement 
Grip will reduce the handle size to 4 1/8"

The new OZ Lite is last season’s Synergy: an outstanding 
light paddle with the exact specs as its former namesake 
and now a member of the OZ family. Featuring a new look, 
it offers the same Synergy trademarks: effortless power, 
exceptional feel and ultimate maneuverability and control. 
This is the choice for players getting into the game.

GRIP SIZE 4 1/4"
RETAIL PRICE $114.99
#7V096-891 White/Blue

OZLITE GG

NEW

NEW

NEW

 - Weight (390g, 360g, 350g) 

 - New performance hybrid material 

 - Eye-catching matte finish

 - Medium headsize (85 sq.in.)

 - Water absorbent.

 - High ductility and impact strength

 - Core density among the three models: mid+, mid, low

 - Heaviest model (Pro) and lightest model (Prodigy) 
within the line-up

 - Superior resistance under persistent force.

 - Strong resistance to extreme temperatures.

 - Various degrees of stiffness/elasticity  
due to hybrid nature
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O-Zone 
Pro GG

O-Zone 
Lite GG

O-Zone 
Prodigy GG

Re-Ignite 
Pro GG

Re-Ignite 
Lite GG

Re-Ignite 
Prodigy GG

OZ  
Pro GG

OZ 
Lite GG

OZ 
Prodigy GG

Smash Jr 
GG

Zombie Jr 
GG

Weight OZ/Grams 13.2 / 375
12.9 / 
365

12.5 / 355
13.6 / 
385

 13.0 / 
370

12.5 / 355  13.8 / 390 12.7 / 360 12.3 / 350
12.2 / 
345

8.8 / 250

Power Rating 8.5 7 6.5 8 6.5 6.5 9 8 7 4 4

Core Density Mid+ Mid Low Mid+ Mid Low Mid+ Mid Low Low Low

Surface Feature Grit Grit Grit Grit Grit Grit Grit Grit Grit Grit Grit

Triple Threat® NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Yes NA NA

Carbon Mesh Rim Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes NA Yes NA NA

Silencer Dampener NA NA Yes NA NA Yes NA NA Yes NA NA

Extra Holes NA NA Yes NA NA Yes NA NA Yes NA NA

Surface Area 82 sq in 82 sq in 82 sq in 92 sq in 92 sq in 92 sq in 85 sq in 85 sq in 85 sq in 77 sq in 77 sq in

Beam 19mm 19mm 19mm 19mm 19mm 19mm 19mm 19mm 19mm 17mm 17mm

Overall Length 18" 18" 18" 18" 18" 18" 18" 18" 18" 17" 16"

Handle Length Long Long Long Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard Junior Junior

Balance Head 
Heavy

Head 
Heavy

Even Even Even Even Even Even Even Even Even

Grip SuperSoft SuperSoft SuperSoft SuperSoft SuperSoft SuperSoft SuperSoft SuperSoft SuperSoft SuperSoft SuperSoft

Grip Sizes 4 ¼ 4 ¼ 4 ¼ 4 ¼ 4 ¼ 4 ¼ 4 ¼ 4 ¼ 4 ¼ 4 4

Retail Price $164.99 $164.99 $189.99 $154.99 $164.99 $174.99 $169.99 $114.99 $184.99 $89.99 $79.99

Item # 
7V099-891
7V094-891
7V090-891

7V087-891
7V102-891
7V098-891

7V088-891 7V091-891
7V089-891
7V093-891
7V100-891

7V092-891 7V095-891 7V096-891 7V097-891 7V084-891 7V101-891

PADDLE SPECS
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Extra cushioning for softest feel and  
maximum playing comfort.

RETAIL PRICE $8.99
#7V420

DURASOFT+
REPLACEMENT GRIP

Introducing the Team Viking Overgrip. Our new 
Team Viking Overgrip strikes a great balance 
of comfort, durability, feel, and perspiration 
absorption to give you optimum playability 
Available in white and blue.

RETAIL PRICE $7.99
3-Pack White #7V438-7010
3-Pack Blue #7V438-7220

Unique high friction low tack formula offers 
extreme feel and slip resistance in a thinner 
version for reduced grip size.

RETAIL PRICE $8.99
#7V423

*Using this grip on any paddle will reduce the grip  
size by at least 1/8 handle size

TEAM VIKING 
OVERGRIPS

RESITHIN 
REPLACEMENT GRIP

GRIPS

WARMMITT®

POLARTACK
Features extra duty fleece for extra warmth 
with premium sheepskin palm for ultimate 
performance and feel. Elongated wrist  
strap protects against the elements.

RETAIL PRICE $34.99/pair
SIZES XS-XL
#7V401

Thermally engineered. Allows you to  
 grip the paddle with your bare hand  
while surrounding your hand and paddle 
with Polartec® fleece.

RETAIL PRICE $24.99
#7V402

Viking gloves are the perfect cold weather accessory.

Lightweight performance glove with four-way 
stretch-knitted backing has foam insulation for hand 
warmth and comfort. Premium suede leather palm with 
tackified design provides the ultimate non-slip grip 
with an elastic wristband for extra comfort.

RETAIL PRICE $34.99/pair
SIZES XS-XL
#7V399

MAXTACK

GLOVES

Follow Viking on Facebook, 
YouTube and Twitter.ROXY ENICA VIKI STOKLASOVA
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STEVE DeROSE CASEY WATT

ACCESSORIES

EXTRA DUTY
THE OFFICIAL BALL OF THE APTA 
NATIONALS AND OF THE APTA 
GRAND PRIX SERIES! Extra duty 
advanced flocking process promotes 
longer wear and provides the perfect 
texture for maximum ball spin and 
control. Proven rubber compound 
provides the softest feel and most 
consistent bounce. 3 balls/box.

RETAIL PRICE $16.99/sleeve
Yellow #7V304
Orange #7V302
Pink #7V300

LOW BOUNCE
Ideal for warm weather and high 
altitude conditions. Lower bounce 
enhances rallies. Great for junior  
and beginner training.

RETAIL PRICE $16.99/sleeve
#7V305

WHEELED  
BALL CART
The new Viking Ball Cart allows 
players and coaches to store all their 
platform tennis balls in one convenient 
place. The canvas bag detaches 
from the metal frame which makes it 
incredibly easy to transport.

RETAIL PRICE $99.99
#7V436

EXTRA DUTY 
TRAINING BALL
This revolutionary ball is designed for all 
ages of beginner players to learn the game 
with a larger and lighter ball. 1 ball/box.

RETAIL PRICE $6.99/one-ball box
#7V306
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SIZES 6.5 -12, 13, 14, 15
RETAIL PRICE $89.99
White/Black #7V901013 
Black/Green #7V901049

SIZES Large
RETAIL PRICE $49.99
Black #7V433

Medium
$49.99
Silver #7V434

SIZES 6 -11
RETAIL PRICE $89.99
Grey/Pink/White #7V902194 
Black/Purple #7V902073

VIKING  
T-22 MEN

VIKING  
T-22 WOMEN

EYEWEAR

The Viking T-22 line provides motion control, stability 
and durability with enhanced visible medial and 
lateral support. Duraskin II high-abrasion synthetics 
combined with air meshes ensure maximum protection 
and ventilation throughout shoe while TPU straps 
provide added medial/lateral forefoot support to help 
prevent toe jams.

The NEW Viking eyewear has been specifically designed 
for platform tennis players. The features include:

• Padding for extra safety
• Anti Fog vents
• Multiple lenses for day and night play
• Custom case which includes a lens cleaner  

and multiple lenses holders

FOOTWEAR

ALEX BANCILA & JUAN ARRAYA
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Official Sponsor of the APTA, of the Grand 
Prix Series, and of the APTA Nationals

BAGS

BASIC DUFFLE
10.5" x 11.5" x 24" 
Designed for the pro player, coach 
or serious player who needs a 
luggage style travel bag. Features a 
heavy duty fabric and an extra large 
main compartment. 

RETAIL PRICE $19.99
 #7V432

Featuring:
 - Heavy duty trolly system

 - Extra large compartment

 - Extra padding

 - Small pocket for valuables

BACKPACK
8" x 12" x 18"  
Designed for players on the go and easily fits 
into a gym locker! This compact silhouette is 
loaded with special features.

RETAIL PRICE $49.99
 #7V427

Featuring:
 - 4 separate compartments

 - Paddle compartment

 - Electronics compartment 
with padded laptop 
sleeve and file storage 

 - Security pocket

 - Wet clothes storage 

 - Padded Grab Handle

 - Padded shoulder straps

PRO TEAM BAG
22" x 12.5" x 13"  
Introducing the new 2017 Viking Pro Team 
Platform Tennis Bag - a modern, scaled-down 
version of the tennis racquets bag! Everything 
you need for your paddle match will fit in it.  
Can carry as a regular bag by the handles or 
strap on as a backpack. 

RETAIL PRICE $79.95
 #7V426

Featuring:
 - Superior functionality 

and attractive graphics

 - Additional inside 
compartments to carry 
shoes, cell phone  
and racquet

 - One large main 
compartment

 - Weighs only 1.72 lbs

 - Padded shoulder and 
carrying straps

MARCO GRANGEIRO

ANA MARIJA ZUBORI AND 
MARTINA ONDREJKOVA

ANA MARIJA ZUBORI

SCOTT KAHLERSCOTT FALATEK
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Official Sponsor of the APTA

PADDLE  
IS OUR 
PASSION.

2111 S 67th Street
Omaha, NE 68106
844-775-6637
Vikingathletics.com

All player photos by Angelica Poniros

JOHN HUGHES


